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Abstract. The first extensive study of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)3
characteristics and stability at Mercury is undertaken using MESSENGER mag-4
netometer data. Variations in IMF and solar wind conditions have a direct and5
rapid effect upon Mercury’s highly dynamic magnetosphere; hence understand-6
ing of the time scales over which these variations occur is crucial because they7
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determine the duration of magnetospheric states. We characterize typical dis-8
tributions of IMF field strength, clock angle and cone angle throughout the du-9
ration of MESSENGER’s mission. Clock and cone angle distributions collected10
during the first Earth year of the mission indicate that there was a significant11
north-south asymmetry in the location of the heliospheric current sheet during12
this period. The stability of IMF magnitude, clock angle, cone angle and IMF13
Bz polarity is quantified for the entire mission. Changes in IMF Bz polarity and14
magnitude are found to be less likely for higher initial field magnitudes. Sta-15
bility in IMF conditions is also found to be higher at aphelion (heliocentric dis-16
tance r ∼ 0.31 AU) than at perihelion (r ∼ 0.47 AU).17
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1. Introduction
The Hermean magnetosphere is often compared to that of the Earth because the dipole mo-18
ments of both planets share the same sense of orientation [Ness et al., 1975]. Unlike Earth,19
Mercury has no upstream monitor for solar wind conditions to accompany any data collected20
from within the Hermean magnetosphere. For planetary missions, with only a single spacecraft,21
the best estimate of the IMF conditions during a transit through the magnetosphere are those22
measured just prior to the inbound magnetopause crossing and/or just after the outbound cross-23
ing. The average properties of the IMF have been studied in the vicinity of Mercury’s orbit [e.g.24
Behannon, 1978; Burlaga, 2001; Korth et al., 2011b], though the timescales for variability of25
the IMF orientation and magnitude have not been characterized in great detail and studies such26
as that by Korth et al. [2011b] used only data collected during solar minimum. It is important27
to understand the variability of the IMF because the magnetosphere of Mercury is considerably28
more dynamic in comparison to that of the Earth, so at Mercury changes to the solar wind and29
IMF are propagated rapidly through the system and can substantially affect the magnetospheric30
state. The MESSENGER (MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry, and Ranging)31
mission regularly sampled the solar wind during the time period 2011 – 2015, allowing a study32
of the timescales present in the IMF at Mercury during solar maximum.33
While expected solar wind velocities of ~200–800 km s−1 at Mercury [Russell et al., 1988;34
Burlaga, 2001] are similar to those experienced at 1 AU, the number density is typically up35
to ten times higher at ~30–70 cm−3 [Burlaga, 2001; Blomberg et al., 2007; Fujimoto et al.,36
2007]. This means that the dynamic pressure, Pdyn, is significantly higher at Mercury (~11.0–37
26.5 nPa [Fujimoto et al., 2007]), which, when combined with Mercury’s relatively weak dipole38
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moment, results in a much smaller and less compressible magnetosphere at Mercury than for39
magnetized planets farther out from the Sun [Glassmeier et al., 2004]. The magnitude of the40
IMF between 0.31 and 0.47 AU is typically ~20–40 nT [Blomberg et al., 2007], around five41
times that experienced by the terrestrial magnetosphere [Baumjohann et al., 2006] and daily42
averages measured by Helios exhibited large fluctuations which reached as much as eight times43
|B| near Earth [Burlaga, 2001]. The Alfvén Mach number, MA, is lower near Mercury (∼ 3.944
– 5.7) than at 1 AU (∼ 9.4) [Fujimoto et al., 2007] due to the larger magnitude of the IMF,45
and may also approach ∼1 during Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs), allowing46
the formation of Alfvén wings [Sarantos and Slavin, 2009].47
The IMF can be considered as a spiral field as described by Parker [1958], purely in the R-T48
plane (of the RTN coordinate system, where R is the radial vector and T is in the direction of the49
cross product of the solar rotation axis with R), superposed with a perturbation field [Coleman,50
1966]. Variations in the solar wind and the IMF arise partially due to higher order terms of the51
Sun’s magnetic field [Balogh and Smith, 2001; Owens and Forsyth, 2013] and the interaction of52
fast and slow solar wind streams [Russell, 2013], and partially due to coronal holes and coronal53
mass ejections (CMEs). Observed variations in the IMF are largely changes in orientation rather54
than magnitude [e.g. Coleman, 1966; Mariani and Neubauer, 1990]. Fractional changes in IMF55
magnitude at Mercury are much larger than those observed at 1 AU and can be as large as the56
ambient IMF field strength [Korth et al., 2011b].57
The high intensity of the solar wind and the IMF, combined with Mercury’s relatively weak58
intrinsic magnetic field (190 nT R3M , roughly 1.1% of Earth’s magnetic moment [Anderson59
et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2012]) means that Mercury has a highly active magnetosphere60
and undergoes extreme interaction with the solar wind and the IMF [Siscoe and Christopher,61
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1975; Slavin, 2004]. In addition, Mercury’s magnetosphere is very small in size, with the radial62
distance to the subsolar magnetopause Rss ∼ 1.03 − 2.0RM depending upon a combination63
of the dynamic pressure of the solar wind, induction effects and flux erosion of the dayside64
magnetosphere due to magnetic reconnection [Siscoe and Christopher, 1975; Slavin and Holzer,65
1979; Trávnícˇek et al., 2007; Slavin et al., 2009b; Winslow et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2014;66
Jia et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2015a, b]. A recent study by Winslow et al. [2017] has shown67
that during ∼30% of extreme interplanetary CME events, Mercury’s magnetopause reaches the68
planetary surface.69
Mercury’s magnetic field has the same orientation to that of the Earth, hence it may be ex-70
pected to respond to the IMF in much the same way, but due to the extreme conditions relative71
to Earth and lack of ionosphere to anchor field lines in place, the magnetospheric response to72
a change in the IMF propagates through the system much faster and is relatively more extreme73
[Slavin et al., 2012b]. The global convection timescale at Mercury is of the order of minutes74
rather than hours at Earth, with a typical substorm timescale of 1-2 minutes (compared with 30–75
60 minutes at Earth)[Slavin et al., 2009a, 2010], and a tail response time of ~1 minute (20–4076
minutes at Earth) [Siscoe and Christopher, 1975; Slavin and Holzer, 1979; Baumjohann et al.,77
2006].78
The orientation of the IMF, particularly the clock angle, has a large impact on the state of the
terrestrial magnetosphere. The clock angle is defined by the direction of the IMF in the Y-Z
plane of the Geocentric solar-magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system, expressed by,
θ = arctan
(
−By
Bz
)
, (1)
where 0◦ (northward) points in the +Z direction, ±180◦ (southward) is in the -Z direction, 90◦
(dawnward) points towards -Y and−90◦ (duskward) is along the Y direction. A southward IMF
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(negative Bz) is conducive to low latitude dayside reconnection, driving global convection of
magnetic field and plasma through the magnetosphere. A By component of the IMF causes flux
tubes to flow azimuthally, leading to asymmetries in the lobe plasma number densities [Cowley,
1981a; Gosling et al., 1985; Tenfjord et al., 2015]. The Bx component of the IMF shifts the
dayside reconnection X-line southward (northward) for negative (positive) Bx [Cowley, 1981b]
and for northward IMF can influence which polar cap undergoes lobe reconnection [Lockwood
and Moen, 1999]. The IMF cone angle is defined as,
φ = arccos
(
−Bx|B|
)
, (2)
such that φ < 90◦ when the field has a planetward (−Bx) component and φ > 90◦ corresponds79
to a sunward (+Bx) field. The cone angle determines the location and conditions within the80
foreshock boundary [Sundberg et al., 2013; Le et al., 2013].81
At Mercury, the Alfvén Mach number is of great importance to the dynamics of the magne-82
tosphere [Slavin and Holzer, 1979; Slavin et al., 2009a, 2012a, 2014], where the low Alfvén83
Mach number of the solar wind results in a low β magnetosheath and a strong plasma depletion84
layer (PDL) near the subsolar magnetopause [Gershman et al., 2013]. Hence, the magnetic85
field either side of Mercury’s magnetopause has a comparable magnitude and symmetric re-86
connection can take place more efficiently with low shear angles compared to those at Earth87
[DiBraccio et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2014]. ICMEs which reach Mercury, such as those stud-88
ied by Winslow et al. [2015, 2017], are likely to further reduce the Alfvén Mach number of89
the solar wind, particularly near Mercury’s perihelion, thus increasing reconnection rates and90
magnetospheric convection.91
Southward IMF at Earth erodes the dayside magnetosphere, reducing the subsolar distance92
to the magnetopause by up to 2 RE [Maezawa, 1974], and causes flaring of the magnetotail as93
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magnetic flux is transported towards the nightside [Shue et al., 1997]. The same is true at Mer-94
cury, where the subsolar magnetopause reduces by 0.2–0.7RM and flaring increases [Slavin and95
Holzer, 1979; Kallio and Janhunen, 2003], although Slavin et al. [2014] has shown that some of96
the strongest reconnection effects can also be observed with northward IMF during ICMEs. The97
erosion of the dayside magnetopause is caused by the delay between the initiation of dayside98
reconnection and nightside reconnection, which at Earth is typically around 40 minutes, but at99
Mercury is closer to 2 minutes due to the lack of ionosphere [Slavin and Holzer, 1979; Slavin100
et al., 2010] and also includes the addition of closed flux by induction in Mercury’s metallic101
core [Jia et al., 2015; Heyner et al., 2016]. During southward IMF, the open flux content of102
Mercury’s magnetosphere can increase significantly, bringing the cusps close to the equator [Ip103
and Kopp, 2002; Kallio and Janhunen, 2003; Kidder et al., 2008; Slavin et al., 2010]. Modeling104
of Mercury’s magnetosphere has also suggested that the size and shape of the open field regions105
(cusps) varies both with Bx and Bz, where Bx drives a dawn-dusk asymmetry in the cusps,106
and negative Bz increases the size of the cusps [Massetti et al., 2003; Sarantos et al., 2007].107
Plasma pressures in the northern cusp at Mercury, derived using magnetic pressure depressions108
observed by MESSENGER [Korth et al., 2011a], have been shown to increase during periods109
of negative Bx and may also vary with Bz [Winslow et al., 2012]. The increased area of the110
cusps during periods of negative Bz causes the magnetosphere to become flooded with sodium111
ions as increased solar wind particle precipitation on Mercury’s surface increases the rate of112
sputtering [Fujimoto et al., 2007; Kidder et al., 2008]. Direct observations of the cusp plasma113
by MESSENGER have also shown increases in plasma density during large magnetic fluctua-114
tions attributed to FTE’s [Raines et al., 2014]. Poh et al. [2016] has shown that cusp filaments,115
a possible magnetospheric extension of FTE’s, are more prevalent when solar wind conditions116
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favor reconnection (low β and high magnetic shear angle), and may be the dominant source of117
energetic particle precipitation required for sputtering during extreme solar wind conditions. A118
more recent study by He et al. [2017] has shown that cusp activity is at its highest, extending119
over its widest range in local time, when the IMF has an antisunward and a southward compo-120
nent, and Mercury is nearest perihelion. He et al. [2017] have also shown that decreases in IMF121
By and radial distance from the Sun shift the cusp azimuthally towards dawn.122
The IMF orientation and magnitude therefore play a major role in controlling Mercury’s ex-123
treme dynamics. This study uses MESSENGER data to quantify the variability in the IMF124
orientation and magnitude with time; essential for a single spacecraft planetary mission such125
as MESSENGER. These short timescales for responses in Mercury’s magnetosphere and the126
lack of an upstream monitor make it critically important to understand how the IMF is likely to127
have varied once the observing craft has moved inside the magnetosphere, so that probabilities128
can be placed on interpretations of the inferred causes of changes and structures seen inside the129
magnetosphere.130
2. Data
The data used to perform this study were collected using the MESSENGER Magnetome-131
ter (MAG) which sampled the magnetic field near Mercury at up to 20 Hz [Anderson et al.,132
2007] from 23 March 2011 to 30 April 2015. Due to the highly inclined and elliptical nature133
of both MESSENGER’s initial 12 hour and final 8 hour orbits, MESSENGER sampled the134
magnetosheath and the IMF upstream of the bow shock.135
It was necessary to separate the IMF data taken in the solar wind from that collected in136
the magnetosheath or the magnetosphere. Winslow et al. [2013] used changes in magnetic137
field characteristics, such as changes in magnitude, orientation and variability to determine138
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bow shock (BS) and magnetopause (MP) boundary crossings between 23 March 2011 and 19139
December 2011. Due to the high variability in the location of both boundaries, there are often140
multiple crossings of the same boundary during a single pass. Winslow et al. [2013] defined each141
group of these crossings as a single boundary crossing. We have employed the same method to142
locate the remaining boundary crossings until the end of the mission. The IMF data used is that143
which lies between the outermost BS crossing on the outbound section of MESSENGER’s orbit,144
and the outermost BS crossing on the inbound section of the orbit. Due to the complexity of145
the solar wind interaction with Mercury’s magnetic field during intervals of extreme solar wind146
conditions (see Slavin et al. [2014]) we have excluded CME’s intervals from our study. The147
CME events which were excluded from our study were characterized by large distortions of the148
Hermean magnetic field and an imperceptible difference between solar wind and magnetosheath149
data, possibly due to low solar wind Alfvén Mach numbers. The magnetosheath data is also150
collected between the innermost BS crossing and outermost MP crossing on each orbit.151
In order to remove any high frequency variability and biasing in data distributions due to152
changes in sample rate, the data were initially reduced to a 10 second average. For the timescale153
aspect of this study, the data was also smoothed using a 1 minute sliding window (which needs154
to be compared to the typical Dungey cycle duration of ~2 minutes at Mercury [Slavin et al.,155
2010]) to reduce the presence of upstream waves in the data. This leaves longer period variations156
which are likely to cause longer-lasting changes to the state of the Hermean magnetosphere.157
The data products are supplied in the Mercury solar-magnetospheric (MSM) reference frame,158
where x is the line from the center of the Hermean dipole to the Sun, y points towards dusk and159
z is directed along the Hermean dipole axis. The Hermean dipole is approximately in line with160
the rotational axis, but is displaced by ∼ 0.196RM into the northern hemisphere of the planet161
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[Anderson et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2012]. For the purpose of this investigation, these values162
were used to determine a field magnitude, |B|, clock angle, θ, and cone angle, φ.163
The observed Parker spiral angle (PSA) at Mercury can also be determined using
α = arctan
(
−By
Bx
)
. (3)
In order to determine the maximum amount that each IMF parameter p (i.e. magnitude, clock164
angle or cone angle) is likely to change with time t, an algorithm looped through each value165
pi at time ti, determining the maximum deviation from this value (∆p) within m different time166
ranges ∆Tj . This resulted in m different time series of maximum deviations in p for each ∆Tj ,167
where values of ∆Tj used were in the range of 1 minute – 4 hours (a range covering all the168
residence times of MESSENGER in Mercury’s magnetosphere). The maximum deviations for169
each ∆Tj are then placed in n bins of size ∆pk, forming a 2D histogram of size m × n. Each170
of the m columns of this histogram is then normalized, providing a probability that somewhere171
within the time range ti to ti + ∆Tj , the parameter p will have departed from its original value172
by ∆pk−1 to ∆pk. We here adopt values of ∆T in 21 evenly spaced logarithmic steps from 60 s173
to 14400 s which capture the important features on the required timescales.174
The probability of a flip in IMFBz polarity is also here investigated in a similar manner to the175
other parameters. For each data point, in each time range bin, the result will be 1 if a reversal176
has occurred and 0 if there has not been a flip in polarity. As this is simply a binary result rather177
than a range, there is no need to place the result into range bins. Instead, a probability for a Bz178
polarity reversal within a time range bin is calculated by dividing the sum of all the 1s by the179
total number of 0s and 1s within those bins. This study therefore provides a comparison with180
the assessment of IMF stability performed at Mercury by He et al. [2017] and the corresponding181
study for near-Earth interplanetary space by [Lockwood et al., 2016].182
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3. Results
3.1. IMF Distributions
Figure 1 a, b and c show the distributions of magnetic field magnitude, clock angle and183
cone angle, respectively for the IMF, where panels d, e and f show the equivalent distributions184
for the magnetosheath. The modal IMF strength in Figure 1a is ~20 nT, where ~71 % of the185
measurements were within the range of 10 – 30 nT and relatively few (< 1 % ) measurements186
are made above 60 nT. The corresponding distribution in magnetosheath field strength has a187
much larger spread in values, with a peak around 34 nT, almost doubling the IMF field strength188
(this being an average for the parts of the sheath sampled by MESSENGER).189
Figure 1b depicts a bimodal distribution of clock angles, with peaks at 90 and -90◦, where190
there is some level of bias toward a clock angle of 90◦ present in this distribution. Similarly, the191
cone angles in Figure 1c show a bimodal distribution, with peaks near 35 and 150◦, where there192
is also a bias toward the latter peak.193
The clock angle distribution measured within the Hermean magnetosheath in Figure 1e has194
a similar bimodal nature to the IMF clock angle distribution, with some slight bias toward195
dawnward-oriented clock angles. This distribution is very similar to the IMF clock angle distri-196
bution with an anti-clockwise rotation of ~20◦.197
The cone angle distribution for the magnetosheath in Figure 1f shows a similar bimodal dis-198
tribution to that in Figure 1c, where there is a bias toward sunward oriented cone angles. The199
primary difference here is a general shift in the distribution towards 90◦ cone angles, as peaks200
are close to 45 and 135◦.201
Figures 2 and 3 show the magnetic field magnitude (|B|), clock angle and cone angle distri-202
butions created using a subset of the data used in Figure 1 taken within 5 % of Mercury’s orbital203
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major axis of perihelion (0.307 – 0.315 AU) and aphelion (0.459 – 0.467 AU). The magnetic204
field strengths observed near perihelion are significantly higher than those near aphelion, with205
modal values of ~30 and 15 nT, respectively. The bimodality of the clock angle distribution206
is less pronounced at perihelion, while rotation of the magnetosheath clock angle distribution207
appears to be much more significant. The bias in cone angle distribution at perihelion is in the208
opposite direction to that observed at aphelion and in Figure 1. Mercury spends much longer209
near to aphelion than perihelion due to the eccentricity of Mercury’s orbit, such that Figure 3210
is made up of a somewhat larger amount of data than Figure 2, though both subsets of data are211
still large (1.35× 106 IMF vectors at Aphelion and 1.02× 106 IMF vectors at Perihelion).212
The variation in Parker Spiral Angle (PSA) at Mercury with distance from the Sun is pre-213
sented in Figure 4, where the PSAs calculated using Equation 3 have been split into 50 orbital214
distance bins and 180 angular bins. The distributions in each of the 50 distance bins have been215
normalized between 0 and 1 such that they share the same color scale, where the distribution216
peaks appear in yellow. The solid black line shows the modal value of Gaussians fitted to each217
distribution. This line fits well with the expected PSA, shown as a dotted line, given an assumed218
solar wind speed of 400 km s−1 [Coleman, 1966].219
3.2. IMF Parameter Variation Timescales
The short term variations in the IMF magnitude are presented in Figure 5 (a – c), using220
the parameter ∆B. ∆B is the maximum absolute change in the magnetic field strength in221
a given time range ∆T . Each panel is formatted such that the time range, ∆T , lies along222
the x-axis, ∆B is on the y-axis and probability is in color. The color scale for these plots223
is logarithmic, due to the relatively low probabilities calculated for the majority of the bins.224
Figure 5a is the probability calculated using data from all parts of Mercury’s orbit around the225
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sun, while figures 5b and 5c show the probabilities calculated using only data near perihelion226
and aphelion, respectively. The top row in each grid represents all changes in field magnitude227
where ∆B > 58 nT. The probabilities are independently calculated for each time bin, where228
the probabilities in each column all sum to equal 1, and represent the probability that there is229
a change in |B| at any time between the initial field measurement and the corresponding ∆T230
following the measurement. Figure 5d is in a similar format to that of panels a – c, but instead231
shows the variability of the parameter ∆B/|B|, where the maximum change in magnetic field232
magnitude has been scaled by the initial measured magnitude for reasons which are discussed233
below.234
In all panels of Figure 5, the probability that there is very little change in the IMF magnitude235
is highest for the shortest time ranges. As the time range from the initial measurement increases,236
larger changes in field magnitude become the most probable, while the probability distributions237
spread over a larger range in ∆B. When comparing the perihelion (panel b) and aphelion (panel238
c), the IMF magnitude appears to be somewhat more stable near aphelion. There is a significant239
reduction in magnetic field magnitude from perihelion to aphelion, as seen in Figures 2a and240
3a, so a proportional reduction in ∆B from perihelion to aphelion should be expected. When241
∆B is scaled by the initial measurement of magnetic field magnitude to become ∆B/|B|, the242
difference between perihelion and aphelion disappears, such that the probabilities presented in243
Figure 5d can be used for any part of the Hermean orbit around the Sun.244
Figure 6 shows the probability of clock angle change with time, where panel a is using all of245
the data collected, b is for near perihelion and c is for near aphelion. Each plot is a polar plot,246
where the radial axis represents the time range since measurement, the azimuthal axis shows the247
amount by which clock angle has changed in degrees. The probability of that change is given248
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by the color, using the same logarithmic color scale used in Figure 5. The dotted line in each249
panel shows the location of the peak in the probability distributions with time.250
All plots in Figure 6 look very similar, with a high probability of very little change in clock251
angle after just a short time (P (|∆θ| < 20◦) = 37% within 5 minutes of measurement), but252
the probability distributions spread out for longer times. A closer inspection shows that the253
probability of a change in clock angle is slightly higher at perihelion than at aphelion; within 5254
minutes of the initial measurement, the probability that the maximum deviation in clock angle255
is less than 20◦ is P (|∆θ| < 20◦|R < 0.315AU) = 32% and P (|∆θ| < 20◦|R > 0.459AU) =256
41% for perihelion and aphelion, respectively, where R is the orbital radius of Mercury.257
The probability of cone angle change with time is presented in Figure 7 using a similar to258
format to Figure 6, just with a maximum change in cone angle of 180◦. In these plots, the prob-259
ability of a change in cone angle follows the same pattern as with clock angle and ∆B, where260
distributions spread out with time and favor larger changes in cone angle at larger time ranges.261
Overall the probability that the maximum deviation of clock angle is less than 10◦ for 5 minutes262
since the last measurement is P (|∆φ| < 10◦) = 37%. The equivalent probabilities measured263
using data collected near aphelion and perihelion are P (|∆φ| < 10◦|R < 0.315AU) = 34%264
and P (|∆φ| < 10◦|R > 0.459AU) = 40%, respectively, showing that there is an increase in265
the stability of the cone angle with radial distance from the Sun, as was observed with the clock266
angle.267
Figure 8 shows the probability of a sign change in Bz with time after a measurement for a)268
all IMF data, b) data collected close to perihelion and c) data collected near to aphelion. Each269
line represents a 5 nT bin in initial IMF magnitude between 0 and 60 nT, where the darker270
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lines represent higher field strength bins. The grayed-out lines in each plot are those where not271
enough data existed at high initial field strengths to form the probability distribution correctly.272
In all panels of Figure 8, for all initial field magnitudes, the probability of a sign change in273
Bz starts off relatively low, and tends towards 1 with time. The rate at which this probability274
increases is strongly related to initial field strength - smaller initial field magnitudes are more275
likely to see a sign change in Bz sooner than higher ones. The probability of a change in Bz276
polarity is also generally higher near perihelion than near aphelion. Lockwood et al. [2016]277
(their figure 14) show that in near-Earth interplanetary space, the overall probability of a Bz278
polarity change after 4 hours is 0.83, which is lower than the average in all panels of figure279
8 for such a lag. Hence the difference between perihelion and aphelion found here is a trend280
that continues with increasing heliocentric distance to r = 1AU. He et al. [2017] assessed281
the stability of each component of the IMF at Mercury over a 40 minute time period, using282
a 15 minute average of each component and found that Bz was the least stable of the three283
components, where there was a correlation of ∼ 0.64 with the estimated value for Bz and the284
measured Bz at±40 minutes time difference. The analysis undertaken by this study shows that,285
after 40 minutes since the last measurement of the IMF, there is a 70% chance of the sign of Bz286
remaining the same for large initial field magnitudes, but only ∼ 13% chance of Bz keeping its287
polarity for small initial field values.288
4. Discussion
4.1. Clock Angle Rotation in the Magnetosheath
In Figures 1, 2 and 3, the transition from solar wind to magnetosheath field has an associated289
rotation in the clock angle distributions. At aphelion, this rotation was less obvious then at290
perihelion, where the distribution of clock angles had rotated significantly.291
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Figure 9 uses 10 minute averages of IMF and magnetosheath data to investigate the rotation292
of the clock angles. To simplify the investigation, only bow shock crossings with a Parker293
spiral-like orientation of the IMF were used, where positive (negative) Bx was accompanied294
by negative (positive) By. Panels a), b) and c) show the clock angle distributions for the 10295
minutes of data collected just outside of each bow shock crossing, just inside each bow shock296
crossing and just outside of the magnetopause, respectively. Panels d) and e) show distributions297
of changes in clock angle, where d is the change in clock angle from the solar wind to just298
inside the bow shock and e is the change in clock angle from the solar wind to just outside299
of the magnetopause. The blue line in both of these plots represents a Gaussian function of300
the form f(∆θ) = Ae
−(∆θ−µ)2
2σ2 fitted to the distribution, which is used to calculate the expected301
rotation, µ. The final panel, (f), shows the distributions of change in clock angle across the bow302
shock against radial distance from the Sun, where the red line with circular markers shows the303
peak in each distribution.304
The largest difference in clock angle between the unshocked solar wind and magnetosheath305
occurs closest to the bow shock boundary, the difference is much smaller when comparing the306
IMF to the magnetosheath field close to the magnetopause. This suggests that the transition307
through the shock may be mostly responsible for the rotation, rather than the continued draping308
caused by the magnetosheath flow of field lines around the magnetosphere, which may actu-309
ally be rotating the field lines back towards their pre-shocked orientation. The rotation of an310
individual magnetic field vector due to a shock is to be expected if the vector has a component311
tangential to the shock. According to the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, the normal component of312
B is conserved but, due to the step in velocity across the shock, the tangential component of this313
vector must change in order to compensate and conserve the electric field [Kivelson and Russell,314
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1995]. The angle by which the field rotates will be dependent upon the initial orientation of the315
IMF and the location on the bow shock where the rotation is measured.316
The rotation of individual field vectors across the bow shock is explained above, but the317
rotation of an entire distribution of these vectors is explained schematically using Figure 10.318
Panel a shows the direction of both sunward and antisunward field lines forming an Archimedian319
spiral as described by Parker [1958], where the frame of reference is observing the northern320
hemisphere of the Sun as it rotates anticlockwise. The red, sunward field lines have a positive321
Bx and a negative By, and the green antisunward field lines have a negative Bx and positive322
By component in the MSM coordinate system. Panel b shows Mercury in the Mercury Solar323
Magnetic (MSM) coordinate system (centered upon the dipole of Mercury, 0.19 RM north of324
Mercury’s equatorial plane [Anderson et al., 2011, 2012; Johnson et al., 2012]) where the Sun325
is to the left and the observer is facing the dusk side of the planet. The blue and cyan lines show326
the model magnetopause and bow shock boundaries, respectively, while the red and orange327
ellipses represent the extreme orbital configurations of MESSENGER in this plane.328
In both the 12 hour (orange) and 8 hour (red) orbital configurations, MESSENGER mostly329
sampled the solar wind and magnetosheath south of the planetary magnetic equator. Due to330
the small Parker spiral angle at Mercury (Figure 4), we assume that the IMF is mostly radial331
in Figure 10b, where the red and the green field lines sunward of the bow shock correspond332
to sunward and planetward directed field lines above and below the heliospheric current sheet,333
respectively (panel a). The red and green field lines planetward of the bow shock represent334
shocked/draped magnetic field lines and have gained a component in the positive or negative Bz335
direction. For both sunward and antisunward field lines, the shock generates an anticlockwise336
rotation across the boundary for field lines below the planetary magnetic equator because the337
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Bz becomes more positive (negative) while -(+)By remains constant. A rotation in the opposite338
sense would have occurred if MESSENGER’s orbit had been reversed in z, and mostly sample339
northern bow shock crossings.340
The significant difference in rotation of the clock angle distributions at perihelion and aphe-341
lion (Figures 2 and 3, respectively) could suggest that this effect is larger closer to the Sun,342
though Figure 9f shows that there is little obvious change in the rotation with radial distance343
from the Sun. Hence, a more likely explanation for the increased rotation at perihelion would344
be that MESSENGER samples the flanks of a relatively smaller bow shock at perihelion than at345
aphelion, where the normal of the bow shock at the crossings near aphelion are more oblique to346
the solar wind flow, thus a smaller rotation of B occurs at aphelion than at perihelion.347
4.2. Long-Term Temporal Variations and Asymmetries in IMF Distributions
In Figures 1, 2 and 3 there are some significant asymmetries in the clock and cone angle348
distributions. For Figures 1 and 3, there are more measurements of clock angles in the range349
0 < θ < 180◦ and cone angles φ > 90◦, corresponding to sunward-oriented field lines. In350
Figure 2, the asymmetry is reversed, with slightly more measurements of clock angles in the351
range −180 < θ < 0◦ and cone angles in the range φ < 90◦, corresponding to antisunward352
IMF. This suggests that Mercury spent more time on one side of the heliospheric current sheet353
(HCS) for a significant time during the MESSENGER mission.354
The orbit of Mercury is inclined by ~3.4◦ to the Sun’s equator, with an argument of perihelion355
of ~29◦ meaning that perihelion lies north of the solar equator and aphelion is south of the solar356
equator. If the HCS was perfectly symmetric about the solar equatorial plane, then there would357
be a bias towards the observation of one IMF polarity at aphelion and the other at perihelion.358
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This bias should be evident when the clock angle and cone angle distributions are split up by359
radial distance from the Sun, but no such trend was observed overall.360
Figure 11 shows the variations in the parameter distributions for the IMF (panels a - c) and361
magnetosheath (panels d to f) throughout the MESSENGER mission, where panels a) and d)362
are the magnetic field magnitude, b) and e) are the clock angle and c) and f) are the cone angle363
distributions. Each distribution is taken over an 88 Earth day period (one Mercury year) in order364
to remove any effects due to the eccentric orbit of Mercury, and is normalized between 0 and365
1, where red represents a peak in the distribution. It is obvious from this plot that the IMF366
orientation distributions are highly variable over long periods of time and that effects observed367
in the IMF are propagated into the magnetosheath. Vertical dashed lines present in each panel368
define three periods of different activity.369
It appears that the overall shift in the distributions observed in Figure 1 originated mostly370
within the first 5 Mercury years of MESSENGER’s mission (period 1), where antisunward IMF371
observations were relatively infrequent compared to those which were sunward. The sunward372
bias is presented in panel b as a large, dominant peak in clock angles ~90 ◦ combined with a373
dominant peak in cone angles > 90◦ in panel c. Period 2 contains more variability in the IMF374
orientation distributions and, while sunward IMF observations are still prevalent, the numbers375
of sunward and antisunward IMF measurements are slightly more evenly matched. Finally, the376
IMF measurements made during period 3 were more of the opposite sense to period 1, where377
the IMF was generally antisunward.378
MESSENGER orbited Mercury near to the sunspot maximum of solar cycle 24, during which379
the Sun underwent an atypical reversal in magnetic polarity, where the northern and southern380
hemispheres reversed in polarity at different times [Sun et al., 2015; Lockwood et al., 2017].381
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Lockwood et al. [2017] discussed this reversal in polarity in great detail by splitting the solar382
maximum into 5 distinct time periods, and using the hemispherically asymmetrical emergence383
of bipolar magnetic regions (BMRs) to explain the asymmetrical reversal.384
The first of these time periods corresponds approximately to period 1 of Figure 11, where385
the northern hemisphere experienced a peak in sunspot numbers and underwent a reversal in386
magnetic polarity. Lockwood et al. [2017] suggested that BMR emergence in the northern387
hemisphere reconnected with the northern polar field, generating more open solar flux (OSF)388
and sunward-oriented field lines close to the solar equator during this time. Distributions in the389
IMF Bx component from MESSENGER near Mercury and Omni2 near Earth during this time390
period were shown to agree with this theory, where the sunward IMF polarity was dominant in391
both datasets.392
During the second time period of Lockwood et al. [2017], approximately in line with period393
2 of Figure 11, the sunspot numbers in both hemispheres were similar. The northern field had394
already reversed, but the southern hemisphere was yet to flip. During this time symmetric BMR395
emergence was proposed to be driving the polar flux transport suggesting that equal amounts396
of sunward and antisunward field should have been present at both Mercury and Earth. MES-397
SENGER and Omni2 data showed that there were almost equal amounts of both IMF polarities398
measured during this time.399
The third and fourth time periods from Lockwood et al. [2017] correspond to the remainder400
of the MESSENGER mission, period 3 of Figure 11. It is during this time that the southern401
hemisphere reversed in magnetic polarity and had a peak in sunspot numbers. In this case402
Lockwood et al. [2017] suggested that asymmetric BMR emergence in the southern hemisphere403
allowed it to catch up with the northern hemisphere. This led to antisunward flux at the solar404
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equator, which was visible in the MESSENGER and Omni2 datasets from this time period. The405
final time period in Lockwood et al. [2017] is beyond the lifetime of the MESSENGER mission.406
4.3. Implications for Magnetospheric Dynamics
Both short-term and long-term changes in the IMF can influence the dynamics of the Her-407
mean magnetosphere. The IMF conditions directly affect magnetospheric phenomena such as408
global convection dynamics, magnetotail structure and dynamics, plasma populations and par-409
ticle precipitation. Variations in the IMF on timescales similar to magnetospheric processes can410
more readily force the magnetosphere [Korth et al., 2011b], driving large, substorm-like events411
Slavin et al. [2012b].412
The long-term variations in the IMF parameter distributions are visible in Figure 11, where413
there are significant changes in both magnitude and orientation of the IMF which would have414
driven long-term modulations of Hermean magnetospheric dynamics. During the long period415
of predominantly sunward-oriented IMF in the first ~5 Hermean years after MESSENGER’s416
orbital insertion (period 1 of Figure 11), the magnetosphere would have experienced a prolonged417
period of positive Bx and negative By. At Earth, positive Bx moves the northern polar cap418
tailward and the southern polar cap sunward [Cowley, 1981b], while negativeBy would drive the419
azimuthal flow of reconnected flux tubes and increase the plasma densities in the northern, dusk-420
side and the southern dawn-side tail lobes [Gosling et al., 1985]. If Mercury’s magnetosphere421
responded to the IMF orientation in the same way as Earth, then it could have a similar, but more422
enhanced reaction to this IMF configuration, with increased cusp plasma pressure [Winslow423
et al., 2012] and enhanced plasma flows in the north [Varela et al., 2015]. The reversal of the424
predominant IMF direction near the end of the MESSENGER mission would also have had a425
similar effect on the magnetosphere but in the opposite hemisphere.426
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At Earth the reconnection rate is highly dependent upon the shear angle between the IMF and
the terrestrial field. The dayside reconnection rate can be expressed as
Φ = B⊥VsL, (4)
where B⊥ is the magnitude of the IMF in the Y −Z GSM plane, Vsw is the solar wind speed. L427
is a function of the IMF clock angle θ, where one functional form of L is that used by Perreault428
and Akasofu [1978], where L = L0 sin4
(
θ
2
)
, which is zero for purely northward IMF (θ = 0)429
and gradually increases to L0 for purely southward IMF.430
The above half-wave recifier model for reconnection at Earth is less applicable at Mercury
due to the low Alfvénic Mach number resulting in a low β in the magnetosheath [Gershman
et al., 2013]. DiBraccio et al. [2013] suggested that the reconnection rate, Φ, at Mercury was
independent of IMF orientation, but inversely proportional to the plasma β parameter. β is the
ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure and can be expressed as:
β =
2nkBTµ0
B2
, (5)
where n is the plasma number density, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the plasma tem-431
perature, µ0 is the permeability of free space and B is the magnetic field strength. The IMF432
magnitude in Figure 11 is typically around 20 nT throughout the mission, apart from the penul-433
timate Hermean year, where the modal field magnitude almost doubles to ~35 nT. If Φ ∝ 1
β
, then434
Φ ∝ B2, such that the increase in IMF magnitude near the end of the mission could potentially435
have tripled the reconnection rate.436
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show how the IMF magnitude and orientation varies on shorter time scales437
(< 4 hours) and Figure 8 shows the likelihood of a change in the IMF north-south polarity with438
time. Previous studies have suggested that the variation in the IMF is mostly in orientation439
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rather than magnitude Coleman [e.g. 1966]; Jackman [e.g. 2004], but Figure 5 shows that there440
are still some noticeable and important variations in |B| on relatively short time scales. The441
field magnitude is still likely to be within 10% of its original value in the first 20 minutes after442
measurement and within 20% after ~30 – 60 minutes (depending upon initial field magnitude).443
This implies that convection rates for the first 30–60 minutes since the last IMF measurement444
are likely to remain relatively stable providing that the clock and cone angles have not changed.445
The IMF |B| and clock angle variations can also be compared to the earlier work of Korth446
et al. [2011b], where cruise phase data collected by MESSENGER was used to provide a similar447
analysis of the IMF conditions close to Mercury’s orbit. Korth et al. [2011b] determined the448
probability that the IMF magnitude would remain within some maximum deviation, δBmax, for449
2 and 4 hours at a time, where four different values of δBmax were used (1, 2, 5 and 10 nT).450
Table 1 shows the probabilities for each δBmax calculated using the data from this study in black,451
compared to the values obtained by Korth et al. [2011b] in red. In all cases, the probability that452
IMF |B| remained within δBmax was found to be somewhat lower for this study.453
Korth et al. [2011b] also calculated the probability that the clock angle would change by less454
than δθmax within 2 and 4 hours, where six values were used for δθmax (10, 30, 60, 90, 120455
and 150◦). Table 2 shows the probabilities calculated in this study in black and those provided456
by Korth et al. [2011b] in red. Much like the field magnitude, the probability that clock angle457
changes by less than δθmax is considerably less in this study than that calculated by Korth et al.458
[2011b], for all values of δθmax.459
A possible explanation for the higher variability in |B| and clock angle in this study, compared460
that found by Korth et al. [2011b], is related to the two different time periods from which461
the datasets originated. The data in this study was collected between 2011 and 2015 which462
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corresponds to solar maximum. The data collected during the cruise phase of MESSENGER463
was collected from 2007 to 2011 which was during the solar minimum. The Korth et al. [2011b]464
study also focused on data collected in the region of Mercury’s orbit from 0.31 – 0.47 AU.465
Korth et al. [2011b] made the suggestion that the IMF may be more active during the time466
that MESSENGER was in orbit of Mercury as solar activity would be higher. The implication467
of this is that the timescales on which the Hermean magnetosphere could potentially change468
configuration are markedly shorter near solar maximum.469
The overall timescale on which the IMF is likely to change in magnitude or orientation sig-470
nificantly is of the order of a few tens of minutes. This is larger than the typical convection471
timescale of the Hermean magnetosphere. A consequence of this is that the solar wind condi-472
tions are unlikely to remain stable for more than 10–20 minutes and that any measurements of473
the IMF prior to entering the magnetosheath are only likely to be applicable to measurements474
taken in the magnetosphere within this time range. He et al. [2017] uses IMF measurements475
taken ∼ 40 minutes before or after transiting the cusp, which our results suggest that the clock476
and cone angles may deviate by as much as ∼ 90◦ and ∼ 40◦, respectively. There is also likely477
to be a change in ∆B/|B| by up to 15% within 40 minutes. Due to the rapid reaction time of478
the magnetosphere to changes in the IMF, there is little delay time for a global magnetospheric479
response to a change in the IMF. The crossing through the magnetosheath can be significantly480
longer than the variability timescale of the IMF so a measure of the magnetosheath field may481
be more relevant than that of the IMF, although care must be take as the relative orientations of482
the field in the magnetosheath and the IMF are dependent upon location.483
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5. Conclusion
In this study we used MESSENGER magnetometer data to characterize the typical properties484
of the IMF and timescales for changes in field magnitude and orientation between 0.31 and485
0.47 AU. There is a marked difference in IMF properties between aphelion and perihelion,486
particularly the field magnitude.487
The IMF distributions have been shown to vary significantly in predominant orientation on488
long-term timescales, where the first 5 Hermean years of the MESSENGER mission at Mercury489
saw a predominantly sunward-oriented IMF and the last few Hermean years the opposite orien-490
tation was dominant. These changes in predominant field orientation are due to the reversal in491
the solar magnetic field occurring at different times in both hemispheres. Long-term variations492
in the typical field magnitude were also observed, where the IMF was significantly stronger near493
to the end of the MESSENGER mission.494
The short term variations in the IMF were found to occur on slightly longer timescales than the495
magnetospheric convection timescale, though not by much. The exact time scales were found496
to be dependent upon radial distance from the Sun, where the IMF appeared to be slightly more497
stable at aphelion than at perihelion. It is estimated that the IMF is likely to retain a similar498
state for 10 – 20 minutes, but over longer periods of time there are likely to be significant differ-499
ences in the IMF, driving different magnetospheric states. These timescales are also compared500
to results from a study of the IMF in the region of Mercury’s orbit during solar minimum [Ko-501
rth et al., 2011b], and it is found that the variation timescales obtained by this study at solar502
maximum are noticeably shorter than those at solar minimum.503
The typical characteristics of the IMF and how it varies with time, as determined from this504
study, could influence efforts to model the interaction of the Hermean magnetosphere with the505
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solar wind. The data here provide essential context for future analysis of the MESSENGER data506
from within the magnetosphere. The statistics provided here are also likely to be applicable dur-507
ing the arrival of BepiColombo in 2025 during the next solar maximum. Yoshida and Yamagishi508
[2010] proposed that there is a correlation between the IMF magnitude and the monthly average509
sun spot number, where higher sun spot numbers corresponded to higher field magnitudes. The510
recent solar maximum of cycle 24 was unusually weak, if sun spot numbers during cycle 25511
are more typical of previous solar cycles, then BepiColombo may routinely observe higher field512
magnitudes than those observed in this study.513
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δBmax Probability (%) within:
2 hours 4 hours
≤ 1 nT < 0.1 (2.9) < 0.1 (0.3)
≤ 2 nT 1.3 (8.9) 0.2 (2.6)
≤ 5 nT 22.4 (33.0) 8.8 (15.7)
≤ 10 nT 67.6 (74.1) 47.9 (55.1)
Table 1. Probabilities calculated for |B| to vary by less than δBmax within 2 and 4 hours of measure-
ment. Values in (red) are those obtained by Korth et al. [2011b] for comparison.
δθmax Probability (%) within:
2 hours 4 hours
≤ 10◦ < 0.1 (0.4) < 0.1 (0.0)
≤ 30◦ 1.8 (5.0) 0.4 (1.7)
≤ 60◦ 9.8 (17.3) 3.0 (8.3)
≤ 90◦ 20.7 (32.8) 8.7 (16.7)
≤ 120◦ 32.9 (46.3) 17.0 (26.9)
≤ 150◦ 44.3 (60.9) 26.1 (39.3)
Table 2. Probabilities calculated for clock angle, θ, to vary by less than δθmax within 2 and 4 hours of
measurement. Values in (red) are those obtained by Korth et al. [2011b] for comparison.
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Figure 1. Distributions of interplanetary magnetic field (a-c) and magnetosheath (d-f) data collected
during the primary and extended stages of the MESSENGER mission. Panels a and d show the dis-
tributions of the magnetic field magnitude. Panels b and e show the clock angles as measured by
MESSENGER, where the radial axis represents the occurrence of each clock angle. A clock angle of
0◦ represents a northward field and 90◦ represents a dawnward oriented field. Panels c and f show the
distribution of cone angles detected by MESSENGER where the radial axis represents the count and
the rotational axis represents the cone angle. A cone angle of 0◦ is defined here as a purely planetward
oriented field, while a cone angle of 180◦ is purely sunward. The color of the bars in the clock and cone
angle distributions is related to the bar length, where a higher count results in a red color and a lower
count is represented by blue.
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Figure 2. Distributions of the interplanetary magnetic field and the magnetosheath collected near
perihelion, using the same format as Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Distributions of the interplanetary magnetic field and the magnetosheath collected near
aphelion, using the same format as Figure 1.
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Figure 4. The Parker spiral angle distributions measured at different radial distances from the Sun
in the interplanetary magnetic field at Mercury between perihelion and aphelion. Each distribution of
Parker spiral angles is normalized between 0 and 1, where the peak of each distribution is in yellow.
The solid black line represents the peak of a Gaussian fitted to each distribution. The dotted line shows
the angle predicted by Coleman [1966].
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Figure 5. Probabilities of a change in magnetic field magnitude with time for a) all data, b) data
from near Mercury’s orbital perihelion and c) near Mercury’s aphelion. The x-axis of each panel is a
logarithmic scale of time, while the y-axis shows the change in field magnitude. The color of each grid
cell represents a probability between 0 and 1, and is presented using a logarithmic scale to emphasize
the probability distributions. Panel d) is similar to panel a, but the change in magnetic field strength has
been scaled by the initial measured field strength.
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Figure 6. Probability of a change in clock angle (circular axis) as a function of time (radial axis).
Panel a) shows the probability for all IMF data, b) shows the probability near perihelion and c) near
aphelion. The same logarithmic color scale is used as in Figure 5 and a dotted line shows how the peak
of the distribution varies with time.
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Figure 7. Panels a), b) and c) show the probability of a change in cone angle (circular axis) with time
(radial axis) for all IMF data, near perihelion and near aphelion, respectively. As in Figure 6, the dashed
line shows the peak of the probability distribution with time.
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Figure 8. Probabilities of a change in polarity of the z component of the IMF for: (a) all data; (b) near
perihelion; (c) near aphelion as a function of time. Each different line represents the probability of a
sign change occurring for an initial IMF magnitude within one of the 5 nT bins listed in the legend of
each panel. Some lines with higher starting IMF magnitudes are grayed out in each plot as there are not
enough instances of such field strengths to create a reliable probability function.
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Figure 9. Panels a), b) and c) show a 10 minute average of a subset of clock angles collected just
outside of the bow shock (IMF), just within the bow shock (magnetosheath) and just outside the mag-
netopause (magnetosheath), respectively, using the same format as the clock angle plots in Figure 1.
Panels d) and e) show the distributions of the difference in clock angle between the magnetosheath and
the interplanetary magnetic field near the bow shock d) and near the magnetopause e). Panel f shows
how the change in clock angle between the interplanetary magnetic field and the magnetosheath varies
with Mercury’s distance from the sun in astronomical units. The red dashed line with circular markers
represents the peak in each distribution.
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Z
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For +Bx (-By) → Bz↑
For -Bx (+By) → Bz↓
(a) (b)
Figure 10. A schematic to explain the rotation of the clock angle distributions observed in Figure 1.
Panel a is in the stationary frame looking down on the northern hemisphere of the Sun, where sunward
(red) and antisunward (green) field lines form an Archimedian spiral due to the rotation of the Sun as
described by [Parker, 1958]. Panel b is in the frame facing the dusk side of Mercury, where the Sun is
to the left in the x direction. The magnetopause is represented by the solid dark blue line and the bow
shock is in cyan. The 12 and 8 hour orbital configurations of MESSENGER are presented in orange
and red, respectively. The sunward and antisunward field lines of a are depicted to be mostly radial
(BIMF ∼ ±Bx) upstream of the bow shock. Downstream of the shock, these field lines have obtained
a component in the ±z direction as they are shocked and draped around the magnetopause.
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Figure 11. A time series of field magnitude (a and d), clock angle (b and e) and cone angle(c and f)
distributions spanning approximately the entire orbital phase of the MESSENGER mission. Panels a
- c show the parameter distributions detected in the interplanetary magnetic field data and panels d - f
are magnetosheath distributions. Each time series bin is one Mercury year (~88 Earth days) in duration
to remove any orbital effects. Each distribution is normalized to lie between 0 and 1, where white
represents a low count and red represents a high count. Vertical dashed lines separate the plots into
three different time periods.
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